This is in no way a perfect extensive report of what the Bureau has done, or a faultless sum-up of the average 300 emails per month the Bureau has to deal with. President also addressed many issues directly without Bureau involvement and Bureau members may also be part of one or more Commissies or Official posts, this additional work is not reflected here.

* Require Plenary approval, combined at the end of the report

February
CIVL Bureau met before and after the Bali, Indonesia, Plenary. Reports available on the Document pages of CIVL website.
First reports on the Plenary were published on the website.
Started working on the Plenary minutes.
Published 4 News on the website.

March
Worked on the report of CIVL Section to the FAI Annual Report.
More reports on the Plenary were published on the website.
Reviewed the Steward report on the Mexico World HG practice-event.
Reviewed the Jury report on the Malaysia Asian PG Accuracy championship.
Re-affirmed that “safety report” are not mandatory to validate Cat 2 results.
Discussed qualification exception for the France World HG championship.
Discussed the Plenary minutes.
Published 5 News on the website.

April
* Allowed registration deadlines to be modified for the France World HG championships.
* Approved and published CIVL GAP 2014 Revision 1.0.
Published the Bali Plenary and Bureau minutes.
Approved a budget for the Software working group.
Chose Denis Cortella to control paragliders in the coming Cat 1 events and approved a budget to that effect.
Discussed CIVL and FAI finances and wrote to FAI.
Refused to accept a late application for a PG accuracy Cat 2 event in Thailand.
Published updated Section 7.
Published 1 News on the website.

May
Worked on a new Template for Steward’s report.
Finalized and sent Bill Moyes’ nomination for Air Gold Medal to FAI.
Published 1 News on the website.

June
* Approved the Local Regulations for the Serbia European PG Accuracy championship.
* Approved and published CIVL Competition Class Revision 3.3.
Prepared CIVL 2015 budget to be sent to FAI.
Discussed the Dubai 2015 World Air Game. PG Aerobatic and Accuracy are part of it.
Published 9 News on the website.

July
Adjusted the Jury for the Serbia European PG Accuracy championship.
Reviewed the minutes of Commission Presidents and FAI Executive Board meetings.
Reviewed the Jury and Steward reports on the France World HG championships.
Rejoiced at Bill Moyes getting the FAI Gold Air Medal.
Published 2 News on the website.

August
* Discussed and published Annex B to CIVL Competition Class document concerning glider controls.
Worked on CIVL 2015-2016 budget.
Discussed Breitling sponsorship of FAI.
Published 5 News on the website.

September
* Discussed and published a new version of the Jury and Steward Handbooks.
* Published requirements for CIVL Competition Class gliders Revision 3.5.
* Modified deadlines for certification of the CIVL Competition Class gliders.
* Published the local regulations for the paragliding XC World in Roldanillo, Colombia.
* Published the local regulations for the hang gliding XC World in Valle de Bravo, Mexico.
Reviewed security concerns for the coming hang gliding World in Valle de Bravo, Mexico.
Reviewed the Jury and Steward reports on the Serbia European PG championship.
Reviewed the Steward reports on the Malaysia Asian PG accuracy championship.
Reviewed CIVL provisional 2014 financial statement.
Reviewed documents concerning the coming FAI General Conference.
Discussed FAI/CIVL events calendar and ways to make it better.
Published 8 News on the website.

October
* Published deadlines, process and measurement template for CIVL Competition Class gliders.
* Extended deadline for bidding for Category 1 event in 2017.
Published the first list of CIVL Competition Class gliders.
Reviewed reports of the Commission Presidents’ meeting and FAI General Conference
Supported a French project for a video movie promoting XC flights.
Rejoiced at the election of CIVL President, Agust Gudmundsson, at the FAI Executive Board.
Published 8 News on the website.

November
* Amended Valle de Bravo HG World local regulations.
* Suspended the Final Glide Decelerator in PG XC Category 1 competitions.
Refused an exception for eligibility to compete for the coming PG XC World in Colombia.
Reviewed the Jury and Steward reports on the Argentina Pan-American PG championship.
Discussed possibilities of advertising Cat 2 events on our website and decided not to do it for now.
Discussed CIVL transgender policy.
Met for 3 days at FAI Head Office in Lausanne for the Autumn meeting. See the report as published on CIVL website.

- Worked on 2015 Plenary agenda and timetable.
- Reviewed again all Steward and Jury reports on this year Category 1 events.
- Discussed the steward, jury and meet director roles, responsibilities and powers.
- Chose Jury and Stewards for coming Category 1 events.
- Discussed reports from Committees, Working Group and Officers when available.
- Discussed issues when no report was available.
- Discussed finances past, present and future.
- Discussed WPRS, IPPI scheme, diplomas, awards, Section 7 restructuring...

Published 5 News on the website.

**December**

* Amended Roldanillo PG World local regulations.

Discussed PG Speed Riding and decided not to take it into consideration for now.

Discussed and finalized Bureau proposals to the Plenary.

Published 3 News on the website.

**January**

* Approved a change of Safety Director for the Valle de Bravo HG World.

Decided on a new assignment for Denis Cortella (controlling gliders at the coming World PG, producing a handbook and video for glider controls).

Discussed the Valle de Bravo HG World eligibility criteria.

Finalized Bureau proposals to the Plenary

Published 2 News on the website.

**February**

Finalized Belgrade Bureau Agenda and Plenary Timetable.

Discussed issue with NACs not paying their due to FAI.

Published 2 News on the website.
List of Bureau decisions that need approval of the Plenary

1. Allowed registration deadlines to be modified for the France World HG championships.
2. Approved and published CIVL GAP 2014 Revision 1.0.
3. Approved the Local Regulations for the Serbia European PG Accuracy championship.
4. Approved and published CIVL Competition Class Revision 3.3.
5. Discussed and published Annex B to CIVL Competition Class document concerning glider controls.
6. Discussed and published a new version of the Jury and Steward Handbooks.
7. Published requirements for CIVL Competition Class gliders Revision 3.5.
8. Modified deadlines for certification of the CIVL Competition Class gliders.
9. Approved Local regulations for the paragliding XC World in Roldanillo, Colombia.
10. Approved Local regulations for the hang gliding XC World in Valle de Bravo, Mexico.
11. Published deadlines, process and measurement template for CIVL Competition Class gliders.
13. Amended Valle de Bravo HG World local regulations.
14. Suspended the Final Glide Decelerator in PG XC Category 1 competitions.
15. Amended Roldanillo PG World local regulations.